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Kumjing dreams to go to school in Thailand. 

Muey dreams to have her child delivered in the hospital in Thailand, 

so her child will be healthy and strong. 

Dao dreams to have job and earn a salary. She thinks 

even if she gets arrested in Thailand it will be better, 

she knows she may be able to get a job in Thailand, 

after she’s released… 

 

Kumjing a woman from Burma, along with hundreds of her friends, traveled over many mountains and

rivers to reach the Thailand border. Their dreams are to see Bangkok the city of her dreams. But…

Kumjing and all of her friends are labeled as cross-border criminals, drug sellers, prostitutes, job

stealers and diseases spreaders including HIV/AIDS. 

 

“Kumjing” is a collection of hand-made paper mache dolls created by migrant women from Burma. They

made these dolls to represent themselves, in famous places, cities, and events, wherever their dreams

may take them. 

 

The Journey of Kumjing began in 2004, when they attended Bangkok 2004 International AIDS

Conference. After the conference Kumjing has taken many journeys within Thailand as well as

overseas. Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul, Tokyo, Kyoto, Nagano, Stockholm, Vienna, Bern, Sydney,

Toronto, Madrid, Montreal, Mexico city, Washington DC, Minnesota, Cologne, Bali, Phnom Penh,

Beijing and Hong Kong, etc…  

                                       

One hundred and thirteen Kumjings have been adopted into 98 families around the world. Kumjing

works and lives with them, becoming part of the all the human families who support migrant rights. 

 

Kumjing has just returned from London where she accepted the international “Freedom to Create

Prize” on the 25th November, 2009. In February 2010 she will continue her journey traveling to exhibit

in New York. 

 

http://www.aaa.org.hk/event_detail.aspx?event_id=14545
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